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Commentary by Alaric Cundy

Firstly, it is worth reminding readers that anybody can download the Bridge Solver analytical tool
for free, and use it to analyse different Declarer plays and / or defences, on any hand of their 
choosing – such as this one!  To access ‘Bridge Solver Online’ go to this link: 
h  ttps://mirgo2.co.uk/bridgesolver/upload.htm  .

The first thing to note is that Bridge Solver confirms that 7H is a doomed contract on the lead of 
any spade.  Interestingly, though the contract can be made on any other lead, such as the 
“textbook recommendation” of a trump.  Before we get to that, the bidding on this hand ought to 
be examined.

The opening bid of 2H could be challenged if described as “8 playing tricks”.  The EBU definition
of such a bid requires two conditions to be met:

• The hand should include 16+ HCPs
• The assumption should be made that the trump suit is exposed to the second worst 

possible break.
 Clearly, it only contains 15 HCPs, so it fails the first condition; the second worst possible trump 
break would be a 5-1 split, and at least two of those five cards must be larger than the fifth 
highest card held by South – so that heart suit can only be counted as six tricks, yielding a 
grand total of seven.

The alternative definition of a ‘Strong Two’ opening now generally adopted is to apply “The rule 
of 25” whereby the sum of the length of the two longest suits when added to the total HCPs 
must be equal to or greater than 25.  The hand does meet that definition, so it would be 
legitimate to describe it as “strong, non-forcing” as happened at the table.

North’s bidding was verging on insanity.  [I can say that, because guess who held the North 
cards on this deal?]  There might be something approaching an excuse had this been an 
important knockout teams of four game where we were in the last stanza needing to pull back a 
lot. 

But anyway, 7H it was.  Let’s see what Bridge Solver says would happen after the initial lead of 
a trump.

It doesn’t matter whether East plays high or low – let’s suppose it was low in order to increase 
Declarer’s challenge. Declarer can let Dummy win trick 1.  Now a top diamond is played from 
Dummy, followed by a small diamond, which is ruffed high, though in practice the 5 would have 
been good enough.  Now the Ace of clubs, followed by a small club ruffed. Another small 
diamond is ruffed, draw the outstanding trumps, cross to the Ace of spades, and play diamonds 
from the top so that South’s two remaining black cards can be pitched.

So, having seen all that, as the cards are packed into the board after carding 7H-1 and South 
glares at North in disgust, North chips in with “You were very unlucky: if West hadn’t had such 
an obvious non-trump lead you would have been home and dry…...”
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